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Fourth quarter 2016 in summary 
 

• The number of subscriptions sold during the period increased by 60% and amounted to 
1,007,399 (Q3: 627,773). This quarter became witness to the highest ever recorded 
subscription sales in Mavshack history.  

• Net sales for the quarter increased to SEK 8,3 million (Q3: 6,3 m) of which SEK 2,3 million 
(Q3: 2,2m) attributable to the consolidation of Ambient Media. Sales from the media 
platform continued to grow during the forth quarter and amounted in the quarter SEK 6,0 
million (Q3: 4,1 m). The largest volume of subscriptions consisted of continued daily passes 
sold in Kuwait and UAE through an application programming interface (API) with the 
major Telco’s Du, Etisalat, Viva Bahrain and Viva Kuwait where the subscribers use their 
mobile as a payment device. This daily subscription strategy has shown to be a price 
competetive, seamless and user-friendly way to aceess the Mavshack media platform. 

• A total of 19,676 new registered subscribers (Q3: 15,258) of which 72% (83%) were paying.  
• Net profit amounted to SEK -10,2 million (Q3:-3,3 m). Cash flow from operating activities 

was SEK -1,1 million (Q3:-1,1 m).  
• Mavshack AB (Mavshack) and First Rate Enterprise Development Ltd (FRED) entered into a 

shareholders agreement on how to govern Ambientmedia International Ltd 
(Ambientmedia). Further to this agreement, Mavshack sold 100 shares (1%) of 
Ambientmedia to FRED and, as a result, the ownership of shares in Ambientmedia are now 
on an equal basis between the parties but FRED shall take a larger responsibility for the 
control of Ambientmedia in accordance with the shareholders agreement. Due to the 
change in control, Mavshack will not consolidate Ambientmedia in the group financials 
going forward. The net impact in Mavshack AB (parent company) became a loss of 7,6 
MSEK (reported as depreciation of goodwill 2,3 MSEK and other operational cost of 5,3 
MSEK) followed by a reclassification of 28,8 MSEK from shares in group entities to shares in 
associated companies 
 

Key Figures Group 
 

Variable 
SEK 000’s omitted 

Q4  
2016 

Q4  
2015 

Q3  
2016 FY 2016 FY 2015 

Revenues 8 303 6 878* 6 326 24 022 11 212* 
Net Income  -10 227** -5 830 -3 265 -23 092 -59 225 
Balance sheet total 34 660 78 746 73 937 34 660 78 746 
Equity 23 842 66 191 62 536 23 842 66 191 
Solidity (%) 69 84 85 69 84 
Net Income per share (SEK) 
before dilution -0,07 -0,06 -0,02 -0,18 -0,79 

Net Income per share (SEK) after 
dilution -0,05 -0,05 -0,02 -0,12 -0,60 

 
*) Includes a one-time effect of renegotiated content agreements of 3,0 million reported as 
other income. 
**) Includes a one-time effect of of -7,6 million from sales of Ambient media shares including a 
reclassification from shares in a subsidiary to shares in an associated company. The loss is 
reported as depreciation of 2,3 million and other operational expenses of 5,3 million. 
 
 
About Mavshack AB Mavshack operates a global Internet TV services with Asian entertainment. The 
service, which is available through Internet connected devices, is genuinely global with users in over 
80 countries. With the largest library of Filipino and Indian titles, as well as agreements with Asia's 
leading content providers, Mavshack is the obvious choice for Asian entertainment around the world. 
The company operates its business on a proprietary technology platform    
 
Mavshack AB (publ) is a traded company listed on Nasdaq First North under the ticker MAV. Certified 
adviser is Erik Penser Limited. More information about the company is available at www.mavshack.se 
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CEO Letter 

Fellow Shareholders: 
 
As we close the books for 2016, allow me to recap the year and provide my thoughts on how I envision 
the company moving forward in 2017. 
 
For the final quarter of 2016, I am pleased to report that  Mavshack sold more than 1 000 000 
subscriptions. This is a first in Mavshack’s sales performance and this allowed the Company to end 
the year on a very good note with a sales figure of SEK6 000 000 from the media platform. It is noted 
that this 4th quarter sales alone almost matched the sales numbers for the first three quarters of 
2016. The delivery of this commendable sales performance indicates that Mavshack’s expected first 
quarter 2017 numbers will easily be able to outperform the same period of 2016.  
 
We also launched in the  4th quarter of 2016 the new Mavshack media distribution platform which has 
a more modern look and feel where the user interface and experience has been significantly 
improved. This new distribution platform brings Mavshack from a windows-based server-platform to 
a micro-services based platform (Service-Oriented Architecture) which, from an effeciency point of 
view, allows Mavshack to increase or decrease the scale of its services without the need of having to 
add more hardware (virtual or physical). The development team has also architectured the media 
platform in a manner whereby it can easily be white-labelled and licensed to other entities in the 
event that the same is needed. Through this strategy, Mavshack will be able to create new services 
and functions in the platform at a faster pace.  
 
In December 2016, Mavshack also launched “Skoolits” which is a new only on Mavshack production. 
As mentioned in the previous CEO letter, this content was developed through our internal production 
capabilities and was conceptualizeded with a target market oriented approach with the aim of 
securing a loyal and recurring subscriber base. 
 
Ever since I joined the board of Mavshack in June 2015 and became the CEO in February 2016, I have 
continously worked with the aim of lowering costs, securing ideal content deals and finding new 
outlets for our sales.  
 
Speaking about lowering cost and seeking ideal content, one of the biggest cost cutting exerseses 
that we made during 2016 was to negotiate a deal to get out of Mavshack’s contract with Viva 
Entertainment. This led to a shift in our content library from a movie centric to a more TV-series 
centric paradigm when we signed with Pilipinas Global Network Limited. 
 
On the goal to secure new sales outlets, it will be recalled that Mavshack started its first Telco API 
integrations in United Arab Emirates with Etisalat and Du in 2015. Growing from the small number of 
its initial sales in 2015 to the current 1 000 000 subscriptions sold in the 4th quarter 2016 is attributable 
to the strategic marketing activities that have been undertaken complemented by the additional 
integration of Viva Bahrain and Viva Kuwait in 2016. This rapid sales growth is also attributable to the 
introduction of live sports in our content portfolio.  
 
Moving forward, the team is working towards adding more telecommunication affiliates in the 
Middle Eastern region. Recently, a Group Strategic Partner Agreement was signed with the Ooredoo 
Group which paves the way for more sales channels in this growth region. For the purposes of making 
the most of this new sales channel, a share issue a of SEK 3,9 M was approved by the board adding 
more working capital for Mavshacks expansion in the Middle Eastern region.  
 
We now look forward to exceeding the performance of 2016 and we trust that our shareholders will 
continue to support the endeavors of the Company. 
 
 
Rainier David, 
CEO, Mavshack 
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Operations 

Users 
Mavshacks main target market is made up of the Filipino and Indian diaspora. There are also consumers in the 
domestic markets even though the company’s marketing activities primarily focus on the diaspora from the 
Philippines and India. Consumers amongst the Filipino diaspora in the Middle East mainly subscribe to requiring 
daily subscriptions via their mobile phone plan. 
 
Sales and earnings (compared with previous quarter) 
Sales in Q4 2016 (Oct-Dec) amounted to SEK 8,3 million (6,3 million), of which SEK 2,3 million (2,2 million) is 
attributable to the Ambient Media, which was consolidated from July 2015. Sales of media platform continued to 
increase and amounted in the quarter SEK 6,0 million (4,1 m). The largest volume of subscriptions consisted of 
continued daily passes sold in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) and Kuwait. Sales are made through application 
programming interface (API) with big mobile operators where the subscribers use their mobile as a payment 
device. This has shown to be an price competetive, easy and user-friendly way to aceess the Mavshack media 
platform for the Filipino’s in the Middle East.  
 
Operating profit for the quarter amounted to SEK -9,9 million (-3,4 million). A tight cost control will have priority 
until the company financial position will allow any other priority. 
 
Financial position 
Liquid assets amounted to SEK 0,3 million (1,5 million) at the end of the period. At the end of the period, equity 
amounted to SEK 34,7 million (62,5 million) in the Group. 
 
The parent company reported a shareholders' equity at the end of the period of SEK 32,9 million (47,6 million). 
 
Looking forward 
The company will continue its expansion in 2017, primarily in the Middle East. The next launch is aimed to take 
place within the recent announcement of the Group agreement with Ooredoo. The objective is to repeat the 
success the company has had with Etisalat, Du and Viva in the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and Kuwait. 
 
Report of the Board and CEO 
Board and CEO certify that this report gives a true and fair view of Mavshacks financial position and results and 
describes significant risks and uncertain factors that Mavshack faces. 
 
The Board of Directors proposes no dividend for 2016. 
 
Auditor's examination 
The interim report has not been subject to auditor review. 
 
Accounting and valuation principles 
From 1 January 2014, the Group / Company BFNAR 2012 1. The interim report has been prepared in accordance 
with the Annual Accounts Act and the Swedish Accounting Standards Board BFNAR 2012: 1 Annual report and 
consolidated (K3). 
 
Risks and uncertainties 
Mavshacks significant risks and uncertainties are described in the prospectus prepared in connection with the 
rights issue carried out during the first half of 2015. The prospectus is available at the Company's website. No 
new significant risks or uncertainties are judged to have occurred. 
 
Next report 
Interim Report 1 for the financial year 2017 will be published on April 28th 2017. 
 
Stockholm February 24, 2017 
 
Mavshack AB (publ) 
Board of Directors 
 
For more information contact: 
CEO Rainier David Phone: +46 8 124 517 90 or  
CFO Per-Olov Östberg, Phone: +46 8 124 517 90, 
 
e-mail: ir@mavshack.com 
 
All reports are available on the company’s website www.mavshack.se.  
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Summary per quarter and financial period – Group  

 

Net Income per share 
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Income Statement – Group  
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Balance sheet – Group  
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Balance sheet – Group  
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Changes in Equity - Group 

 

Cash Flow Statement – Group  
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Income Statement – Parent Company  
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Balance sheet – Parent Company  
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Balance sheet – Parent Company  
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Changes in Equity – Parent Company 

 

Cash Flow Statement – Parent Company  
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